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TAPEThe Harrywood Block’s clean lines accented with cross groo-

ves give it a distinctive, modern look. Reminiscent of the slen-

der blocks of ceramic, combined with the strength of steel.

It will undoubtedly bring a unique touch to your project. In 

addition, its 40-year warranty will give you peace of mind for 

years to come!

MACmetalarchitectural.com
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HARRYWOOD BLOCK

Linear and contemporary!

Maintenance-free 

100 % pre-painted galvanized Steel 

40-year warranty 

Easy to instal

Non combustible

Enhanced wind resistance 

LEED credit contribution

CHARACTERISTICS

Length   | 144 in (3658 mm)

Width     |  6 1/16 in (154 mm)

Depth    |  0.34 in (8.6 mm)

Quantity per box | 12 x 144 in panels 

Covering surface | 72.75 sq.ft (6.75 m²) per box

Cross grooves |  12 in or 24 in (304.8 ou 609.6 mm)

SPECIFICATION 



HARRYWOOD BLOCK

The Harrywood block is a versatile pro-

duct that allows for multiple types of 

installations, providing a unique and 

distinc touch to the design of your pro-

jects. 

Versatile, Harrywood Block is easy to 

install and offers several different instal-

lation options, such as Offset joint and 

Breaking bond installations. In addition 

to vertical, horizontal and diagonal ins-

tallation.
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Distributed by 

Inspiration Collection 

Titanium

White 
Anthracite Metallic

Grey

TEXTURAL technology, exclusive to MAC

Rich and unique colors with matte or metallic 

finishes that will pair perfectly with current 
colors.

2 x more resistant to UV rays 

3 x more resistant to micro cracks and cracks, especially in high angle creases.

•Eliminates the negative effects cause by reflexions
•Lessen the magnitude of warping

•Creates an effect of depth in the color

•Exclusive shades

•Scrath resistance

•Corosion and fading resistance

•Superior weather protection

•Excellent sheet integrity

ADVANTAGE CHARACTERISTICS

INSTALLATION

Offset joint installation Breaking bond installation


